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The commitment of sharing pure indulgent chocolate with the world is
what inspired Vasudha Munjal Dinodia, a third generation entrepreneur

from the illustrious Hero Group to create artistry with chocolate. 
Struggling to find quality chocolate in India she decided to bring the best

quality ingredients from all over the globe and produce world class
chocolates in India.

The word Choko la,
comes from the Mayan word that means

"To drink chocolate together"

What started as a single location store in Vasant Vihar, New Delhi in
2005, is today a well-recognized global brand in the chocolate world with
its presence not only across major Indian cities through its own boutique

stores but throughout the world through retail partners. The brand is
now expanding its footprint across South East Asia, Europe and the US

through various channel partners.

We are proud to be a part of our clients special occasions with our
customised range of wedding chocolate boxes, designer cakes and Gift

hampers. 
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"Indulge in pure bliss with our exquisite wedding favour, the 'luxe
Almond & Truffle Treasure.' Delight in the rich, velvety truffles and
the wonderful crunch of coated almonds and butterscotch. A perfect

blend of elegance and taste for your special day."

Luxe Almond & Truffle Treasure
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"Presenting 'Imperial Blossom Delights' - the epitome of elegance
and taste for your special day. Our exquisite product features

delectable dip cookies adorned with delicate flowers,
mouthwatering mendiants, and irresistible finger bars. Elevate your

wedding with these divine treats."

Imperial Blossom Delights
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Introducing "Royal Chocolate" – Our exquisite blend of Florentines,
Coated French Biscuit Almonds, Coated Blueberry, and Orange Peel
will delight your senses and add a touch of elegance to your wedding

celebrations. Unwrap luxury with every bite!

Royal Chocolate
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"Regal Delights Treasure" - A treasure trove of delectable wedding
treats. Savor the elegance of Gooseberry Minis, Dip Cookies with

Sprinkles, Chocolate Rings, and Raspberry Minis. Perfectly curated
to add a touch of sweetness to your special day.

Regal Delights Treasure



DESIGNER
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Introducing our exquisite three-tier floral designer cake, a masterpiece in pristine
white adorned with a garden of delicate, handcrafted flowers. Elevate your
celebration with this symphony of elegance and taste, where beauty meets

indulgence. Taste the sweetness of nature's blooms, a treat for both the eyes and
palate.




